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Joe is in the ninth grade. He 
likes so much in life. One thing 
he likes is his bike. He likes to 
do tricks on his bike.
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His bike is white. It has a bright 
light on the hand grips. It lights up 
the sky so he can ride his bike at 
night. The bike is fast and lots of 
fun to ride. 3



Joe has a kite he likes. The kite is 
bright in the sky. He will fly his 
kite high and let it glide in the 
light wind. 
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The kite flies so high in the sky. It 
dips and turns like a bird. Joe 
holds on tight so the kite string 
doesn’t slide from his hand.
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Joe likes the tide most of all. He 
likes to jump in the sea when the 
tide gets high. He jumps over the 
waves with a big splash. He is not 
shy to get wet. 



On a nice day, Joe will ride on his 
surf board. He will slip and slide 
through the waves at high tide. He 
glides through the sea.
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Joe is tired at the end of the day. 
He rides back to the beach on a 
big white wave. The tide is strong 
and pulls him to shore.
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Joe has the right plan in life. He 
likes to have fun. That is why he 
likes to ride his bike, fly his kite, 
and ride the tide. These are all 
bright spots in Joe’s life. 9



 Long I words
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ninth
likes
life
bike
white
bright
light
ride
tight
tide
shy

night
sky
kite
fly
high
glide
flies
slide
nice
why
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